Communicate the design elements that earn LEED® certification.
Let visitors know the elements of your design that earn LEED certification, both showcasing
the design and educating the public about LEED.

Lower cost / faster design time than custom signage.
Your plaque will be designed in minutes and shipped in weeks.

Sustainable materials / processes.
buildingplaques.com utilizes sustainable materials and printing methods. Designed for
permanence, our plaques will not need to be replaced. If replacement is desired, the
materials are 100% recyclable.

Sustainability
MATERIALS
Designed for permanence, our LEED® Recognition Plaques will not need to be replaced. If replacement is desired, all materials are recyclable.
The plaques are constructed of solid (one-piece, no laminates or adhesives used) architectural grade aluminum and attached to a variety of surfaces
using steel stand-offs. All materials are REACH and RoHS compliant, and emit no VOCs or off-gassing.

IMAGING PROCESSES
We offer plaques imaged through two-processes, depending upon the requirement for both appearance and durability.
++ Ink jet printed color plaques (indoor only) are imaged with water-based inks that are UV-LED cured. UV-LED curing provides a strong bond to 		
the aluminum, but requires minimal curing energy.
++ Photographic black-and-white (indoor or outdoor) plaques are imprinted by sealing the image inside of the aluminum. This process results in an 		
extremely durable, high resolution image without using the chemicals required to create signs of similar durability, like etching.
Both plaques are resistant to damage or scratching and can be cleaned with any neutral cleaning agent (or water).

Our Products
FULL COLOR PLAQUES

++ Intended For

BLACK & WHITE PLAQUES

++ For Outdoor or

Indoor Installation

Indoor Installation

++ Portrait or Landscape

++ Portrait or Landscape

Orientation
++ Two Sizes:
23” x 35” or 18” x 24”

Orientation
++ Two Sizes:
23” x 35” or 18” x 24”
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